CONCRETE PAVING UNIT COST AS NEEDED
STORM DRAINAGE AT TPS MAINTENANCE

June 12, 2018

Addendum #1

This addendum is hereby made a part of those documents and contracts, the
same as if bound herein and it shall supersede anything contained in the original
bid documents with which it might conflict.

1. Provide a bid bond for the storm drainage project and $850,000 for
   the unit cost concrete paving project.
2. Clarification for storm drainage project. Include all paving and
   concrete work. Replace all paving as shown on plan north of
   buildings. All new paving shall be 6’ concrete with ag base.
3. Extend 12” HDPE 120’ north from grate #2.
4. All paving inlets should be concrete.
5. Saw cut and patch all paving on south end of building. Include
   patch in base bid.

The end